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About This Game

He's Got a Story!
Rubber Ducky is a quiet individual who has had the fortune of finding a Rainbow Gun during a rainstorm of colored weaponry.
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rubber ducky and the rainbow gun

This is an adorable game! Funny commentary along with ducks, what more can you ask for?. For the most part, I bought
because I wanted to support the developer. It's honestly not a bad game, its got the right idea for an action platformer and very
creative, but its not necessarily an open market what with the loosely childish feel, I enjoyed it though. I'd highly recommend, if
you're looking for a light hearted time. Albeit, some parts do get challenging.. I got this game for .49cents, but it is totally worth
the full dollar! Check out my short gameplay here!. This is the next big thing in gaming. I don't even.. Great game! I'd say it's
underpriced for what you get. If you have a dollar left sitting in your wallet I'd definitely recommend buying it. Though the dev
made this secret achievement and I just can't figure out how to get it, even with hints.. This game is utterly bonkers. I've not
even played all the (short) levels yet, let alone fully completed them, but I already have absolutely no reservations about
recommending it. A work of creative magnificance.
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